Global Environmental Change Institute: Coalition of 30 faculty across campus doing research on anthropogenic impacts on the environment, primarily but not exclusively NSM. Was started as Knowledge Bridges, concluding this spring, currently no budget.

Sustainability for DU operations
Sustainability in undergraduate education
Sustainability in Graduate Education

Director of Energy and Sustainability (Lynn Bailey)

Executive Council: Provost, Finance, Council Chair, and Sustainability Director - implement Sustainability-related activity at DU

Sustainability Council: Democratic body open to students, faculty, staff, etc. Sets priorities and makes recommendations for policy at DU. Historically has had committees for curriculum and research, student experience, in addition to operations (waste, food, energy, transportation, gardens and grounds, procurement).

Center for Sustainability: curricular and co-curricular activities, historically undergraduate-focused. Has managed finances for Sustainability Council in past, represented on Executive Council

College of Natural Sciences and Math: ~18 faculty doing relevant research and/or consulting and dozens of classes across 3 departments, 3 graduate degrees, 7 undergraduate degrees, including Sustainability Minor, and majors in Environmental Science, Ecology & Evolution, Environmental chemistry

Sturm: 4 faculty courses/3 degrees in sustainability law and policy

Sustainability Research

Korbel’s] The Pardee Center for International Futures clients are other countries and certain large federal agencies. Sustainability is one of many areas

Korbel: MA in Global Environmental Sustainability and Certificate in Global Environmental Change and Adaptation

Psychology: 1 faculty

Sustainability Consulting, Policy

GSSW courses/1 degrees: Ecological Justice Pathway

University College courses/1 degree in MS on Energy and Sustainability

Daniels’ courses/1 degree in sustainability

[Sust]: Rocky Mountain Land Use Institute “conduct(s) education and research programs on legal and public policy issues related to land use and development.”

Korbel’s] Environmental Sustainability Initiative: “seeks to understand and address global environmental change through scholarship, teaching, and leadership.” 4 faculty
**Center for Regenerative Futures:** The proposed new coordinating body for all relevant programs at DU, replacing the Center for Sustainability, with full time hired leadership and administrative support. Responsible for coordination, communications, outreach, etc. It will encourage and centralize donations and facilitate connections with policymakers and other community partners through symposia and publications. Would manage website with links to all related institutes and activities at DU relevant to this space.

**Sustainability Council:** The democratic body by which the DU community comes together quarterly to vote on initiatives, stay informed, and advise the administration regarding sustainability at DU. As in the past, this group would evaluate and vote on proposals from the various programs on campus for funding. Task force groups formed on an as-needed basis work on projects primarily focused on DU operations, but may include any of the following three areas:

- Undergraduate: 7 different BA and BS degrees in 3 departments within College of Natural Sciences and Math
- Graduate-level: 13 different **degrees and certificates:**
  - College of Natural Sciences and Math (3)
  - Korbel School of International Studies (3)
  - Sturm College of Law (3)
  - Daniels College of Business (1)
  - Graduate School of Social Work (1)
  - University College (1)

**Relevant Institutes and Activities:**

- Global Environmental Change Institute (CNSM)
- Climate and Society (Korbel)
- Rocky Mountain Land Use Institute (Sturm)

**Regenerative Futures Working Groups:** These would be interdisciplinary, topic-focused groups with paid representation from existing research and policy bodies on campus. These groups would be think-tanks for interdisciplinary research and advertised as resources for consulting and education (McKinsey model).

**DU Operations**

Director of Energy and Sustainability (Lynn Bailey)

Sustainability Executive Council - responsible for implementation of DU operations and policy. Is advised by Chair of Sustainability Council (elected, with stipend) and Director of Synthesis Center (appointed and salaried). Makes recommendations to the Chancellor and BOT.

Sustainability Council Task Force Groups: These are action-oriented committees created as needed with specific goals. They have already begun.

Ensure that all departments include elements of sustainability in courses.
**Sustainability Council:** Where the DU community comes together on a quarterly basis with elected leadership to share information, vote on proposals, and suggest priorities to the Center and Executive Council.

**Center for Regenerative Futures:** The new coordinating body for all educational, policy, and research programs relevant to regenerative futures at DU, with full time director. Funds donated to the center are accessible to working groups and other programs through proposal system (or some other mechanism?).

**Sustainability Executive Council- DU operations leads, led by Director of Energy and Sustainability.** Group responsible for implementation of operations and policy. Is advised by Chair(s) of Sustainability Council and Director of Center. Reports to Chancellor.

**Working groups:** Focused by topics generated by the community and led by compensated group leaders. These working groups will conduct research, offer consulting, host symposia, publish papers, and/or offer curriculum development and opportunities for student engagement. Members will come from existing programs across campus, thereby enriching and strengthening those programs and creating a mechanism of funding for them. Participation would be compensated directly or through course relief.

- Provides information & recommendations
- Coordinates and directs
DU Operating Budget

Center for Regenerative Futures (CRF)

DU DEVELOPMENT

Faculty & Staff engagement options:
- Colleges and other Academic Units
- Donations, Grants, Contracts procured by units/individuals/institutes
- Center for Regenerative Futures (CRF)
- Consulting Contracts, procured by CRF
- Working groups on specific sustainability problems
- Donations to support specific projects, procured by Development or dev. Director at CRF
- Grants, procured by CRF and Working Groups
- Undesignated donations to CRF, operating budget, overhead

Faculty & Staff engagement

Sustainability Council
- receives proposals, votes on proposals for disbursement
- Individual faculty, institutes, etc.

External Funding

Products
- Improved operations with lower environmental impact on campus and beyond
- International reputation for tackling issues
- Overhead for operations
- Research Publications
- Service to the community